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I. INTRODUCTION

On February 24, 2022, the Russian Federation invaded the independent republic of Ukraine, sparking one of the fastest large-scale displacements in history. As of September 2022, more than seven million people had fled Ukraine, primarily to other European countries. In the immediate aftermath, dozens of newspaper articles (to say nothing of social media) covered a single aspect of the conflict and displacement: animals. News media addressed families leaving Ukraine with their pets, rescue groups working to assist animals left behind, shelters in Ukraine rescuing animals, veterinarians assisting animals at the
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Ukraine-Poland border, and bombings of an animal shelter in Ukraine. Quickly, the European Union (E.U.) and other governments relaxed restrictions to facilitate entry for both refugees fleeing Ukraine and their pets.

A displaced Ukrainian described her dog Richard the Great as “a member of our family,” a sentiment that, according to The Economist, is shared by 80% of Ukrainian pet owners. Since up to half of families fleeing from Ukraine had pets, millions of pets have likely accompanied families fleeing from Ukraine since February 2022.

Refugees often face, in addition to barriers to seeking safety themselves, obstacles traveling with their pets. This Article argues that, by relaxing regulations for pets traveling with people fleeing Ukraine, European states have tacitly recognized the close relationship between people and their pets. For the first time, these policies create a legal tie between international refugee law and animal welfare.

II. General Rules and Restrictions on Travel with Pets

Governments generally regulate travel with pets as a question of importation, often using language that would strike most people—as well as pet owners—as cold. Requirements to bring a dog into the E.U. include inserting a microchip, obtaining certifications of rabies vaccination and health prior to travel, and a check at border control. Dogs coming from high-risk countries must also undergo tests for rabies and


7. See infra Part III. This Essay uses the term “animal” to mean non-human animal.


11. See, e.g., 42 C.F.R. § 71.51 (governing imports of dogs and cats into the United States); Id. § 71.51(g) (“A dog or cat excluded from the United States under the regulations in this part shall be exported or destroyed.”).
the parasite *Echinococcus multilocularis*. In the United States, the Department of Agriculture imposes requirements related to screwworm and foot and mouth disease for dogs coming from countries with high risks of those conditions. The Center for Disease Control (CDC) regulates dogs for concerns relating to rabies; dogs from high-risk rabies countries, including from Ukraine, can enter the United States only with a permit obtained at least six weeks in advance.

After satisfying all government restrictions, pet owners must also meet travel carrier restrictions. Airlines generally require a health certificate issued by a veterinarian stating that the animal is fit to fly. Airlines may charge additional fees, impose limits on the size or breed of dogs that they will carry in the cabin, and have specific guidelines for containers for animals while traveling. Many airlines also limit the number of animals they will carry per flight.

### III. REFUGEE RELOCATION AND PETS

These restrictions can pose significant challenges for refugees traveling with their pets. In many situations, individuals fleeing from war or persecution cannot obtain necessary certifications or veterinary care because of personal danger or widespread violence. For refugees in the resettlement process who are already in a country of asylum, they may not receive notice of their travel dates with enough time to
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17. See, e.g., Monique Beals, *Ukrainian refugees forced to abandon, evacuate pets amid invasion*, THE HILL (Mar. 7, 2022), https://thehill.com/policy/international/397202-ukrainians-look-to-evacuate-their-pets-amid-russia-attacks (“Ukrainian evacuees were forced to leave their pets behind as they fled their homes, hopeful that they could return to them after the violence subsided.”).
complete these steps and arrange to travel with their pets. The veterinary and travel costs can also be prohibitive.

Such obstacles often lead refugee families to make the difficult decision to leave their pets behind, causing significant stress and sadness. Many states have now taken action to address these to benefit people and their pets fleeing the present conflict in Ukraine.

IV. CHANGES IN POLICY FOR PETS DURING THE UKRAINE DISPLACEMENT CRISIS

In March 2022, the E.U. adopted the Temporary Protection Directive (TPD) for people displaced from Ukraine. The TPD gives temporary lawful status in E.U. Member States and associated rights to refugees from Ukraine. The European Commission also recommended that E.U. Member States “authorise, in exceptional situations, the non-commercial movement into their territory of pet animals which do not comply with the [general requirements for importation] under specific permit arrangements.”18 Most E.U. Member States have lifted conditions on importing animals for pets that are accompanied by their owners. States instead allow animals to complete veterinary processing in the state’s territory after entering the country, with states often covering or subsidizing the costs of vaccinations and veterinary care.19 Similarly, the U.K. now allows pet dogs, cats, and ferrets from Ukraine that do not meet requirements for importation to receive licenses permitting their entry.20

While beneficial, these E.U. and U.K. policies do not relieve refugees from Ukraine of all challenges related to traveling with pets. For example, Poland’s relaxed guidelines only admitted animals that were entering Poland with their owners; volunteers who rescued dogs in


Ukraine have been denied entry with those dogs into Poland.\textsuperscript{21} While Germany allows pets to enter the country without meeting all import regulations, the animals may be required to quarantine.\textsuperscript{22} Some have argued that separating pets and owners during the quarantine period “would be an additional burden for humans and animals, to be avoided under all circumstances.”\textsuperscript{23} In the U.K., animals that receive expedited licenses may require a quarantine period, though, if required, the quarantine and associated costs to meet the U.K. regulations are free of charge.\textsuperscript{24}

This means families from Ukraine may be separated from pets after arriving in another country during the animal’s quarantine. But refugees from Ukraine—themselves beneficiaries of relaxed immigration regulations—can flee with their pets and will reunite with them after the quarantine period. By contrast, the United States, which has announced programs to assist Ukrainian refugees through parole and refugee resettlement,\textsuperscript{25} has not modified requirements for refugees from Ukraine seeking to travel with their pets.\textsuperscript{26}

V. IMPLICATIONS OF RELAXED POLICIES FOR PETS FROM UKRAINE

Government responses to the Ukraine crisis demonstrate three developments regarding pets. First, accommodations for pets implicitly acknowledge their importance to humans, and—one might even say—their status as family members. The principle of family unity plays an

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{22} Fed. Ministry of Food & Agric. (Ger.), Conditions for Entering Germany with Pet Animals from Ukraine have been Temporarily Eased (Feb. 28, 2022), https://www.bmel.de/EN/topics/animals/pets-and-zoo-animals/pet-animals-ukraine.html.
\textsuperscript{23} Pieper, supra note 3.
\textsuperscript{24} UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs and Animal and Plant Health Agency, supra note 22; Taylor, supra note 22.
\textsuperscript{26} Importation: Dogs, See CTR. FOR DISEASE CONTROL, https://www.cdc.gov/importation/bringing-an-animal-into-the-united-states/dogs.html (last visited Nov. 28, 2022) (listing requirements for dogs to enter the United States, including additional restrictions from countries considered at high risk for rabies); CTR. FOR DISEASE CONTROL, High-Risk Countries, supra note 15.
\end{quote}
important role in international human rights law generally, and in refugee law specifically. The U.N. Refugee Agency (UNHCR) affirms that international law affirms the right to family life and family unity for refugees.\(^27\) Of course, refugees often face obstacles to enjoying this right in practice.\(^28\)

The policy changes for refugees and pets from Ukraine fall far short of establishing that refugees have a right to maintain the company of their pets. They fall still farther short of recognizing any right of the pet to travel with or reunite with their owner, let alone of animals to seek or receive asylum protections. Recall that several states admit animals to their territory only when pets travel with their owners. Nonetheless, the policies implicitly acknowledge that pets are important to displaced humans and mark a notable departure from previous European policies related to animals, which treat animals as possessions.

For example, in 1975, the European Commission of Human Rights rejected the notion that the right to private life in Article 8 of the European Convention of Human Rights encompassed the right to keep a dog:

> The Commission cannot, however, accept that the protection afforded by Article 8 of the [European Convention on Human Rights] extends to relationships of the individual with his entire immediate surroundings, insofar as they do not involve human relationships . . . No doubt the dog has had close ties with man since time immemorial. However . . . Article 8 of the Convention cannot be interpreted such as to secure to everybody the right to keep a dog.\(^29\)

In 2005, the European Court of Human Rights ruled that Turkish soldiers’ killing of a dog and a horse violated a person’s “right to the peaceful enjoyment of his possessions” in violation of the Article 1 of

---


Protocol No. 1 to the European Convention on Human Rights. Now, E.U. migration policy has gone a step further, implicitly acknowledging that pets are more than possessions to at least some people by allowing pets to travel with their owners.

Second, these E.U. policies advance animal welfare by pairing humans’ access to territory with relaxed standards for travel with pets. These policies primarily benefit animals in an instrumental sense, helping animals because doing so helps humans who are displaced. But the policy changes also promote animal welfare by providing access to safe territory for animals at least in a limited circumstance. This signals that international migration and refugee law can be a relevant source for global animal law, a field that draws upon areas of law that set rules and standards pertaining to animal welfare. Governments could expand these policies, currently applied to people fleeing from Ukraine, to allow any person seeking asylum or resettlement flexibility in requirements on travel with pets.

Finally, the relaxed standards allowing both humans and animals fleeing from Ukraine to access a state’s territory show that states can adopt asylum policies that are primarily based on principles of safety and human rights. Despite large numbers of refugees seeking safety in Europe from Syria in 2015–16, and from Afghanistan particularly in 2021, the E.U. did not implement temporary protection to benefit those asylum-seekers. European asylum policy has been primarily driven by efforts to prevent asylum-seekers from reaching European territory and, once in Europe, to require them to seek safety in
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32. ANNE PETERS, STUDIES IN GLOBAL ANIMAL LAW 2 (2020). Global animal law draws on an array of legal sources, including regulations on trade and legal protections for the environment and endangered species. Id. at 1-2.
34. Thomas Gammeltoft-Hansen & Nikolas F. Tan, The End of the Deterrence Paradigm? Future Directions for Global Refugee Policy, 5 J. MIGRATION & HUM. SEC. 28, 28 (2017) (“Restrictive migration control policies are today the primary, some might say only, response of the developed world to rising numbers of asylum seekers and refugees. This has produced a distorted refugee regime both in Europe and globally — a regime fundamentally based on the principle of deterrence rather than human rights protection.”).
southern and eastern European states via the Dublin Regulation. Efforts to welcome refugees and pets from Ukraine, then, are a marked departure from recent decades of European asylum policy.

Comparing those restrictive policies with the relaxed standards allowing access for Ukrainians and their pets, it is now easier for a dog, cat, or ferret leaving Ukraine with its owner to enter E.U. territory than for an Afghan fleeing the Taliban to do so. Afghans face border controls when attempting to enter the E.U., and must apply for asylum to obtain legal status, a process in which they face significant backlogs and success is not guaranteed. These exclusionary policies illustrate the comparative welcome extended to people and animals fleeing from Ukraine.

VI. CONCLUSION

The policies for refugees from Ukraine demonstrate that states can adopt humane asylum policies and that human rights and animal welfare need not be at odds. Philosophers argue that promoting animal welfare can also improve human welfare. Social scientists demonstrate that, at least in the United States, support for animal rights also correlates with greater respect for human rights. That animal welfare can also promote human welfare is aptly illustrated by Ukrainian families who report that the presence of their pets has brought them comfort as they experienced and fled from the conflict in Ukraine.

Having shown during the response to the war in Ukraine that such policies are possible, states should improve standards for all asylum-seekers, including giving access to territory and correctly applying

35. The Dublin Regulation requires an asylum-seeker to claim asylum in the first member state that the individual enters. While presented as a means of “burden-sharing,” the Dublin Regulation ensures that most asylum claims are heard in southern and eastern European states with poor reception conditions and very low rates of acceptance. Andrei Dragan, Dublin III and Beyond: Between Burden-Sharing and Human Rights Protection, 2 PéCS. INT’L & EUR. L. 84, 84-85 (2017).

36. Will Kymlicka, Human Rights Without Human Supremacy, 48 CAN. J. PHIL. 763, 763–64 (2017) (“there is good reason to believe that the pursuit of human rights would actually be strengthened, both philosophically and politically, by disavowing species hierarchy.”).


38. See, e.g., Pieper, supra note 3 (quoting a Ukrainian refugee in Germany, reporting about her cat Luna: “When we are very sad, we play with her. Luna makes sure that we all stay close. She gives us positive feelings and helps us work through bad emotions.”); Fernando Alfonso III, supra note 10 (quoting an expert noting that “[p]revious traumatic events have shown us that pets can be vitally important for their owners during stressful times”).
international refugee law rather than pursuing deterrence. States can also facilitate travel with pets for individuals in refugee resettlement processes or seeking asylum. It is to the credit of European governments that they quickly adopted policies to allow refugees from Ukraine to access territory and travel with their pets. It would be a greater credit still for principles of human rights and animal welfare to guide policy for all asylum-seekers.